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Acute superior oblique palsy in the monkey: effects of viewing conditions on ocular alignment and modelling of the ocular motor plant
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Abstract: We investigated the immediate and long-term changes in static eye alignment with acute superior oblique palsy (SOP) in the monkey. When the paretic eye was patched immediately after the lesion for 6–9 days, vertical alignment slowly improved. When the patch was removed and binocular viewing was allowed, alignment slowly worsened. In contrast when a monkey was not patched immediately after the lesion vertical alignment did not improve. We also show that a model of the eye plant can reproduce the observed acute deficit induced by SOP, but only by abandoning Robinson’s symmetric simplification of the reciprocal innervation relationship within pairs of agonist–antagonist muscles. The model also demonstrated that physiologic variability in orbital geometry can have a large impact on SOP deficits.
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Introduction

In human patients with strabismus, vertical misalignment of the eyes that is more pronounced when the higher eye is in adduction is usually attributed to a palsy of the superior oblique muscle (SOP). In many patients, however, it is difficult to reliably differentiate a ‘congenital’ from an acquired SOP. Furthermore, orbital imaging suggests that many patients with a presumed congenital SOP do not have a trochlear (IV) nerve palsy but rather an anatomical abnormality in the orbit that mimics SOP (Chan and Demer, 1999). And even when the evidence points to a complete trochlear nerve palsy, the degree and pattern of the static deviations are variable (Graf et al., 2005; Khawam et al., 1967). Inherent variation in the anatomical configuration of the SO muscle and tendon (Fink, 1962; Helveston et al., 1992), secondary changes in the mechanical properties of the palsied muscle and its antagonists (Robinson, 1985; Jampolsky, 1994; Scott, 1994), and central adaptive processes (Maxwell and Schor, 2006) all conspire against a correct diagnosis.

To provide a frame of reference for analysing the clinical presentation of both acute and chronic SOP in humans, and to gather experimental data for developing better models of the eye plant, we...
developed an experimental monkey model of acute SOP using intracranial trochlear nerve section (Shan et al., 2007). We sought to isolate the deficit caused by muscle palsy, and to determine what changes in the alignment of the eyes might occur afterwards. Two surprising findings emerged from this study (Fig. 1). First, when the animals (M1 and M2) wore a patch in front of the palsied eye during the days immediately after the IV nerve section, the vertical misalignment gradually decreased over days (left arrow). Second, once the eye patch was removed and binocular vision was allowed, the vertical misalignment worsened again, and even exceeded the initial deficit (right arrow).

These findings point to a critical influence of the pattern of habitual viewing (out of one eye or both) on ocular alignment just after the onset of an acute paralytic strabismus. We speculated that the early improvement in alignment during habitual monocular viewing was mediated by signals from the proprioceptors in the paretic eye, and that the subsequent deterioration was driven, at least in part, by overriding central mechanisms. Here we present some new findings that confirm the importance of the habitual state of viewing (monocular versus binocular) in the early changes in alignment after acute trochlear nerve palsy. We also present preliminary modelling results that help explain the patterns of misalignment observed with SOP.

**Effects of viewing conditions on ocular misalignment**

To test the hypothesis that monocular viewing mediates the adaptive mechanism that reduces the vertical misalignment, in a new experiment (monkey M3), instead of patching the paretic eye immediately after the surgery, we allowed uninterrupted binocular vision after the trochlear nerve section (Fig. 2). The result was clear cut: No improvement occurred during the early period after the lesion (left arrow) and, as was the case with the previous animals when binocular viewing was allowed after a period of patching, the misalignment worsened over time (right arrow). These data support the idea that (regardless of mechanism) monocular viewing after a paralytic strabismus is the factor leading to the initial decrease in ocular misalignment, and late increases in misalignment can occur even when the animal has not been patched immediately post-lesion.

---

Fig. 1. Time course of vertical deviation with normal eye viewing pre- and up to 30 days post-SOP for M1 (A) and M2 (B). Shaded area: The paretic eye (or to-be-paretic eye) habitually patched. Positive deviation indicates that the paretic eye is relatively higher. Lesion was induced on day zero. ADD: Paretic eye in adduction (normal eye in abduction), ABD: paretic eye in abduction (normal eye in adduction). Left arrow indicates lessening misalignment while the animals were patched and right arrows indicate increasing misalignment after binocular viewing was allowed. Adapted with permission from Shan et al. (2007).
Mathematical simulations of ocular motor behaviour

The characterization of the immediate effect of SOP allowed us to effectively validate a mathematical model of the eye plant. To this end we adapted our previously published model of the human eye plant (Quaia and Optican, 2003) to the geometry of the monkey orbit. The measures for the origin and the insertions of the muscles on the eyeball, and the location of the trochlea, were based on Suzuki et al. (1999). The relative strength of each muscle was estimated using two measures: their cross-section (Miller and Robins, 1987) and the number of fibres in the global layer (Oh et al., 2001; Kono et al., 2005). These measures provided us with a fairly tight range of values, but also indicated the importance of future direct experimental measurements.

The functional locations of the pulleys are not known in monkeys, and so we arranged them as follows: the pulleys for the LR and MR were placed at the same coordinates in the coronal plane as their insertions, but they were posterior to the globe centre by 80% of the anterior location of the (respective) muscle insertion. The rationale for this criterion is that in elevation the axis of action of the LR tips back (i.e., gains a torsional component) by a little more than half the elevation angle (Klier et al., 2006), indicating that its inflection point is slightly less posterior than its insertion is anterior (relative to the eye centre). The pulleys for the SR and IR were placed along the path that each muscle would travel with the eye in primary position if there were no pulleys, and at a distance from the insertion that is twice the anterior location of the insertion. This criterion was selected because this appears to be the arrangement in the human orbit (i.e., whereas in primary position there is a fairly clear inflection point for the horizontal recti, the vertical recti largely travel along the shortest path from origin to insertion).

We placed the IO pulley: (1) at the same elevation as the IR pulley; (2) laterally between the LR and IR pulleys, but closer to the IR pulley; and (3) half-way between the posterior locations of the LR and IR pulleys. This placed the pulley for the IO between the pulleys for the LR and the IR, as is for humans (Demer et al., 2003). In addition, we have also allowed the pulleys to move as the eye rotates, in accordance with the active pulleys hypothesis (Demer, 2006). The amount of movement of the pulleys for the recti muscles has been inferred from Kono et al. (2002) and Clark et al. (1997), and the amount of motion of the IO pulley is based on Demer et al. (2003). This pattern is compatible with the coordinated pulley hypothesis (Miller, 2007). Because that data refers to a human plant, the amount of motion per degree of eye rotation was scaled down to account for the smaller radius of the eye in monkeys. Using these parameters the length and axis of action of each muscle were computed as a function of the orientation of the eye, and length–tension–innervation equations (Robinson, 1975) were used to compute the muscle force as a function of muscle length and innervation.

Simulating a SOP is then quite simple: first, one needs to solve the inverse control problem, i.e., determine the muscle innervations required to hold
the orientation of the healthy eye. Then, the innervation to the model superior oblique is forced to zero, thus simulating the effect of a SOP. Since Robinson’s original SQUINT model (Robinson, 1975), all mathematical models of the plant have solved the inverse control problem by imposing a specific relationship between the innervation supplied to two muscles in an agonist–antagonist pair. This relationship was always described using a symmetric hyperbola. However, when we used this approach the model failed to reproduce the observed results, predicting instead much smaller deficits. No adjustment of the parameters described above (within a physiologic range) improved matters. This might explain why when plant models have been used to replicate the deficit observed in humans with SOP, they had to invoke secondary muscular or adaptive changes (Miller and Demer, 1992; Porrill et al., 2000; Straumann et al., 2003; Haslwanter et al., 2005).

It turns out that the reciprocal innervation formulation is the culprit, as there is no reason to believe that the reciprocal relationship is symmetric. The only reasonable constraint is that it is reciprocal (i.e., if the innervation to one muscle goes up, the innervation to the other goes down, as Sherrington originally proposed). We could actually prove this idea because the length–tension–innervation curve measured by Robinson provides all the information needed to estimate the actual relationship in the horizontal recti (in humans). Using Robinson’s original data, the relationship between the innervation in the lateral and medial recti was actually asymmetric. Accordingly, we removed the symmetric constraint from our model, and used the data from the SO palsy to directly estimate this relationship for the oblique muscles, as shown in the flow chart. This procedure was run by an optimization algorithm until the best fit was obtained. The final result (Fig. 3) closely fit the behaviour of the two monkeys, and their derived SO/IO innervation relationships (step 6, flow chart) were similar.

In an effort to uncover potential sources of variability in the effects induced by SOP, we have begun examining the sensitivity of our model to changes in orbital parameters. We first examined the angle of insertion of the SO tendon on the globe, a parameter that varies considerably among human subjects (Fink, 1962). We changed the angle by ±30° relative to its average insertion (which covers the range reported by Fink in humans), and then applied our simulation algorithm to the modified plant model (Fig. 4). For

![Fig. 3. Simulations for M1 and M2 (left SOP). Grey symbols are simulations and black symbols are monkey data. Shown is paretic eye (PE) position. Fixation points for normal eye are ±20° and straight ahead. ADD/ABD refer to PE position. Data are corrected for pre-lesion phorias with same period of patching as post-lesion (2–3 days). Tilt of vertical lines reflects torsional phoria. The simulations capture well the gradients and amplitudes of the vertical and torsional deviations.](image-url)
each insertion angle, we repeated the procedure in Table 1. From these simulations we note that in spite of the degrees of freedom of the model, only the original model provides a good fit across the nine positions tested and that orbital geometry can have a large impact on the outcome of the lesion (e.g., compare the difference between the two anatomical variations especially in down gaze). This finding implies that, not surprisingly, orbital geometry can be an important determinant of the variability observed in patients, and suggests that attempts to measure the location of the insertion of the SOP in our animals (e.g., with post mortem anatomical evaluations) will be worthwhile. Also, this suggests that our model and strategy of simulation are reasonable, as a somewhat different geometry would have resulted in a considerably worse fit. In other words, the number of degrees of freedom is not so high as to render the simulations without significance, as would have been the case if changes in the reciprocal innervation patterns had enabled the model to always reproduce the deficit observed, regardless of geometry.

Table 1. Simulation flow chart

1. Guess the common-mode innervations (i.e., average of the innervations in an agonist–antagonist pair) (asymmetric parabola).
2. Find a set of differential innervations (i.e., difference between innervations in a pair) to keep the intact eye in each of the nine fixation positions.
3. Set the innervation of SO to zero.
4. Change the innervation of the IO to match the positions of the paretic eye.
5. Change the innervation of the SO to match the positions of the normal eye.
6. Fit new innervations for the SO and IO for the nine fixation positions to an asymmetric parabola to estimate reciprocal innervation of SO/IO. This will be unique to each animal.
7. Find a new set of innervations to keep the intact eye in each of the nine fixation positions.
8. Set the innervation of the SO to zero (create a SOP).
9. Compare the alignment of the monkey with the model.

Fig. 4. Simulations of SOP. Black solid crosses: Monkey data (M1). Grey solid crosses: Standard insertion location. Open crosses: +30° insertion; dashed crosses: −30° insertion. See right panel for SO tendon path for each insertion location (right eye, seen from above). Note the considerable effect of moving the insertion on the predicted misalignment (vertical, torsional, and horizontal) especially in down gaze. As expected there is a reciprocal relationship between torsion and vertical misalignment, but note also the considerable variation in the horizontal misalignment (even to the point of a small exodeviation).
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